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Center for Higher Education Enterprise (CHEE) 

Overview of CHEE 
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Mission 
 

We exist to advance the higher education enterprise through the creation 
and dissemination of distinctive research that informs policy, 
strengthens communities, and enables student success. 
 

Core Goals 
 

• Educational Excellence: to ensure student access and success. 
• Research and Innovation: to make high-quality, distinctive contributions. 
• Outreach and engagement: to cultivate mutually beneficial partnerships. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHEE creates and disseminates distinctive research that:Informs policyStrengthens communitiesEnables student successCHEE serves as a translator and convener. We translate research into practical, useful strategies and products. We convene various parties to dialogue about pertinent higher education issues and strategize around opportunities for partnership and collaboration.
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Priority Areas 
 

• Reclaiming Access 
• Restoring Affordability 
• Reframing Engagement 
• Redefining Excellence 
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Staff 
 

Dr. Terrell Strayhorn …….………………………Director & Professor 
Kristin Gebhart………………………………..….Program Coordinator 
Alesia Howard…………….……………….Communications Specialist 
Dr. Royel Johnson…………………………………….....Policy Analyst 
Dr. Derrick Tillman-Kelly…………...Special Assistant to the Director 
 
CHEE’s work is also supported by: 

• Graduate Research Associates 
• Undergraduate Research 

Assistants 
 

• Senior Fellows  
• Faculty Affiliates 
• Graduate Affiliates 
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Center for Higher Education Enterprise (CHEE) 

Services Provided 
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Services Provided by CHEE 
 

Supporting the Work of Others 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHEE’s inaugural faculty research grant competition provides 1 or 2 years of financial support to Ohio State faculty members in conducting research related to student success. (up to $5K, submission process closes tonight at 11:59 p.m.) This supports the Institute’s aim of building a faculty-based foundation.Higher Ed Libs is a spin on Mad Libs but provides students with scripts to navigate potentially unfamiliar terrain, such as faculty office hours#WhatWorks is a series of research-to-practice handouts that provide college student educators with 7 strategies that can be employed to better support academic success for specific populations of studentsYour packet includes one of two currently available iterations: Black male collegians or students of color in STEM; next will be GLBQ college students of color
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Services Provided by CHEE 
 

• Timely Research 
• Campus/Department/Program Climate Assessments 
• Program Assessment and Evaluation 
• Learning Outcomes Assessment and Coaching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to materials that provide direct support to students and educators, CHEE conducts distinctive research and campus and/or unit specific climate assessments and program evaluations.Timely research manifests in the format of the CHEE National Report Series. 
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Center for Higher Education Enterprise (CHEE) 

Connecting with 
the Teaching and 
Learning Institute  
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How CHEE Might Connect with the Teaching 
and Learning Institute 
 
Opportunities for Dialogue 
• CHEE Speaker Series 
• CHEE Café  

 
Sharing of Expertise 
• Identification and testing of promising practices 
• Collaborating on research and dissemination 
• Partnering for assessments and evaluations 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHEE Speaker Series: annual event in which CHEE brings to campus a prominent researcher, practitioner, or (higher) education influencer to engage various campus constituents in discussions pertinent to CHEE’s mission and focus areas; culminates with a campus-wide talk on an timely higher education issue – overtime will include things relevant to teaching and learning.CHEE Café: monthly initiative that seeks to bring together various campus and community partners to discuss relevant (higher) education issues, initiatives and solutions over coffee and light breakfastIn addition to the services provided, CHEE can envision partnering with the Teaching and Learning Institute in any of the four key areas, but especially with regard to:Inquiry and scholarship – use data analytics and qualitative analysis (CHEE and IRP named in this focal area)Communication (relates to our exploration of excellence in support of students success) – coordinate communication about teaching and learning excellenceOther areas are:Faculty Support – raise profile of current teaching enhancement effortsPolicy Development – university policies that recognize and reward faculty members; institute would advocate for policies and help develop models.
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Center for Higher Education Enterprise  
212 Ohio Stadium 
1961 Tuttle Park Place 
Columbus, OH 43210 
 
Connect with CHEE: 
Web:  chee.osu.edu 
Email:  chee@osu.edu  
Facebook: facebook.com/cheeatosu 
Twitter:  @CHEE_OSU 

mailto:chee@osu.edu
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